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Katzenworld publishes latest guide on How to keep cats cool in the Summer

In this latest cat guide Katzenworld provides tips and advice on how to keep cats cool during
the hot summer months

London, UK (PRWEB UK) 23 June 2017 -- Popular online cat magazine Katzenworld has once again
published an entry in their series of cat health and advice.

With the hotter months of the year approaching they've sourced information from one of the UK cat charities,
Cats Protection to help them put together an informational advice post for cat guardians.

The top tips in the guide look at important details such as providing sufficient water but also at less thought
about necessities such as shade for those cats that live outdoors.

Many cat guardians may also forget how quick a car can heat up even while parked in the shade and forget to
take a cat in their carrier with them while leaving the vehicle unattended.

Additionally the video that was kindly provided by the Cats Protection looks at sunburn risks for cats that many
cat guardians may not think about as they believe their cats to be protected by their fur.

For the full post and all tips check out the full guide: How to keep your cat cool in Summer

About Katzenworld:
Katzenworld is an online cat magazine working on providing cat owners and cat lovers with their number one
source for:
- Insight on cat care
- Top cat events
- Cat Cafes
- Cat products
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Contact Information
Marc-Andre Runcie-Unger
Katzenworld Ltd
http://www.katzenworld.co.uk
+44 7969738331

Marc-Andre Runcie-Unger
Katzenworld Ltd
http://katzenworld.co.uk/contact-us/
+44(0)7969738331

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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